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Quantum Computational Supremacy
Aram W. Harrow and Ashley Montanaro
The original motivation for quantum computing was the apparent exponential overhead
in simulating quantum mechanics on a classical computer. Following this idea led to the
field of quantum algorithms, which aims to find quantum speedups for useful problems, some
without obvious relation to quantum mechanics. A key milestone in this field will be when a
universal quantum computer performs a computational task that is beyond the capability of
any classical computer, an event known as quantum supremacy. This would be easier to achieve
experimentally than full-scale quantum computing but involves new theoretical challenges.
As a goal, quantum supremacy1 is unlike most algorithmic tasks since it is defined not in terms of a
particular problem to be solved but in terms of what classical computers cannot do. This is like the situation
in cryptography, where the goal is not only for the authorized parties to perform some task, but to do so in
a way that restricts the capabilities of unauthorized parties. Understanding the fundamental limitations of
computation is the remit of the theory of computational complexity.2 A basic goal of this theory is to classify
problems (such as integer factorisation) into complexity classes (such as the famous classes P and NP), and
then to rigorously prove that these classes are unequal. In both the case of cryptography and quantum
supremacy, computational complexity theory is extremely far from being able to unconditionally prove the
desired no-go theorems. Just as we cannot yet prove that P 6= NP, we currently cannot unconditionally
prove that quantum mechanics cannot be simulated classically. Instead claims of quantum supremacy will
need to rely on complexity-theoretic assumptions, which in turn can be justified heuristically.
Requirements for quantum supremacy
Any proposal for a quantum supremacy experiment must have the following ingredients: (1) a well-defined
computational task, (2) a plausible quantum algorithm for the problem, (3) an amount of time/space allowed
to any classical competitor, (4) a complexity-theoretic assumption (as we will discuss below), and optionally
(5) a verification method that can efficiently distinguish the quantum algorithm from any classical competitor
using the allowed resources. Here “plausible” means ideally on near-term hardware and will likely include the
need to handle noise and experimental imperfections. We will briefly describe some of the leading approaches
to quantum supremacy in these terms.
Note that we do not require that the computational task is of practical interest. When discussing quantum
supremacy, it is natural to ask what this gives us that other quantum algorithms, such as factoring3 or
quantum simulation,4,5 do not. Indeed, both could be said to be routes to quantum supremacy in their own
right.
For factoring the computational assumption is simply that classical computers cannot factor quickly
(say, faster than the current best known algorithm) and the successful operation of a quantum factoring
device could be easily verified. However, the best current estimates suggest that the quantum algorithm
requires ≈ 4000 qubits and ≈ 109 gates6 to factor a 2048-bit number, and if overheads from fault-tolerance
or architectural restrictions are added they could further raise the qubit and gate costs significantly.
Analog quantum simulators,4,5, 7 on the other hand, are already being used to estimate properties of
quantum systems which we do not know how to efficiently calculate classically. If we believe that these prop-
erties cannot be calculated classically, then these experiments could already be considered demonstrations of
quantum supremacy. However, our confidence in conjectures such as “The correlation functions of a strongly
coupled Fermi gas are hard to calculate” is much lower than our confidence in the hardness of factoring or
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(as we will discuss below) the non-collapse of the Polynomial Hierarchy. We will discuss this point in more
detail in the subsequent section on complexity theory.
Modern supremacy proposals include constant-depth circuits,8 single photons passing through a linear-
optical network (aka “boson sampling”)9 and random quantum circuits containing gates which either all
commute10,11 (a model known as “IQP”) or do not commute.12 These latter two are described in Boxes 1
and 2. In each of these cases, we will describe below arguments why classical simulation is hard even though
these models are believed not to be capable of universal quantum computing. These occupy a sweet spot
between factoring and analog simulation: they can be implemented with much less effort than factoring,
including using a non-universal architecture, while the complexity-theoretic evidence for their superiority
over classical computing is stronger than the evidence in favor of specific simulations. In the sections
below we will describe the arguments from complexity theory, and discuss the complications that arise from
experimental imperfections and the problem of verification. We summarize some of the main proposals for
quantum supremacy in Table 1.
Why supremacy?
Before proceeding, we should discuss why a demonstration of quantum supremacy is worthwhile. The field
of quantum computing is based on the premise that quantum mechanics has changed the definitions of
information and computation, with implications that are both philosophical and practical. For example,
entanglement is a useful form of correlation that would not exist in a classical theory of information and
its existence can be demonstrated with experiments designed to test Bell-inequality violations. Supremacy
experiments can be thought of as the computational analogue of Bell experiments. Just as Bell experiments
refute Local Hidden Variable models, supremacy experiments refute the old “Extended Church-Turing (ECT)
thesis”, which asserts that classical computers can simulate any physical process with polynomial overhead.
Such a demonstration would be convincing evidence confirming the consensus model of quantum mechanics,
showing that the world contains not only entanglement but also is capable of computational feats beyond
the reach of classical computers. Validating the standard picture of quantum mechanics in this way would
be valuable for foundational reasons because quantum mechanics is so far the only physical theory to change
our model of computing; and for practical reasons because it would greatly increase our confidence in the
eventual feasibility of large-scale quantum computing.
The ECT thesis also motivates our focus on quantum mechanics, as opposed to hard-to-simulate classical
systems such as fluid dynamics or protein folding. With these examples the difficulties are “merely” from
issues such as separations of scales in time or space, and these in principle could be simulated with effort linear
in the energy and space-time volume of the system. This means that a protein-folding problem which would
require 1050 steps for a naive simulation is not an instance of a family that includes problems requiring
10100 or 101000 steps. By contrast, a quantum supremacy experiment that barely surpasses our existing
classical computers would be significant in part because it would imply that vastly greater separations in
computational power are likely to soon follow, as we will explore further in the next section.
Complexity-theoretic basis for quantum supremacy
Since quantum supremacy is ultimately about comparison between quantum and classical computers, demon-
strating it will require some computational assumption about the limits to the power of classical computers.
At a minimum, we need to assume that quantum mechanical systems cannot be simulated efficiently (i.e. with
polynomial overhead) by classical computers. But just as cryptography always needs assumptions stronger
than P 6= NP, each quantum supremacy proposal needs its own assumption. Although such assumptions
must ultimately be at least as strong as the lack of efficient classical simulation of quantum computers, we
may hope for them to be based on different principles and to be believable in their own right.
As discussed above, if we use the quantum computer for factoring or simulation, then our assumption
should simply be that those problems are hard for classical computers. Our belief that factoring is hard is
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based on many mathematician-hours put into solving it; on the other hand, the best known algorithms are
only from ca. 1990 and are significantly faster than brute-force search, so further improvements may well
exist.
The complexity of quantum simulation is much murkier. One difference is the great diversity of quantum
systems and of methods for treating them, which are often adapted to specific features of the system. The
complexity of a simulation can also vary with parameters such as temperature and coupling strengths in
nonobvious ways. Finally, when analog quantum simulators cannot address individual qubits, this limits
their ability to encode a wide range of problem instances, and makes the complexity of the problem they
do solve even less clear. The problems solved by quantum simulators can certainly teach us about physics
and often in ways that we do not know how to do classically; however, our confidence that they cannot be
classically simulated is rather weak.
We now turn to the modern supremacy proposals. These are often based around sampling problems13
rather than decision problems, where the task is to output samples from a desired distribution, rather than
to output a deterministic answer. The strength of these is that, despite working with a restricted model
of quantum computing (boson sampling, low-depth circuits, etc.), they do not need to assume that this
specific model is hard to simulate. Indeed the complexity assumption can be expressed in terms of concepts
that have been studied since the 1970s and are thought to be hard for reasons that do not rely on any
beliefs about quantum mechanics. One assumption that will work is known as the “non-collapse of the
polynomial hierarchy,” which we explain in a sidebar. Another possible assumption is that exact counting of
exponentially large sets is harder than approximate counting. Stronger assumptions are also possible, and
these can be used to rule out larger classes of classical simulations or in some cases to enable more efficient
verification of the quantum device.
Why are these complexity assumptions relevant to simulating quantum computers? The main idea is to
use a technique called “post-selection,” which refers to the following scenario. A computation, which could
be either classical or quantum, takes input string x and outputs strings y and z. The string y is used to
represent the output, while we condition (“post-select”) on the string z taking some fixed value, say 00 . . . 0.
Many experiments post-select in practice (e.g. on coincident detection events) but usually on events whose
probability is not too small. We will allow post-selection even on exponentially unlikely outcomes, which
will make the ability to post-select extremely powerful. The purpose of post-selection is two-fold. First, an
efficient classical simulation of a quantum computation implies that a classical computer with post-selection
can efficiently simulate a quantum computer with post-selection. However, this latter claim would contradict
our assumption that the polynomial hierarchy doesn’t collapse, as we will explain in the sidebar. Second,
many non-universal models of quantum computation become universal once post-selection is allowed. Thus
even an efficient classical simulation of one of these restricted models of quantum computing would lead to
the same contradictions.
In a sidebar we describe a somewhat indirect argument which implies that an efficient exact classical sim-
ulation (we discuss approximate simulations below) of any of these restricted models of quantum computing
would lead to several surprises, including the collapse of the polynomial hierarchy and exact counting being
roughly as hard as approximate counting. Neither of these is believed to be true; conversely, this consensus
of complexity theorists implies that there is no efficient exact classical simulation of boson sampling, IQP or
the other models. How strong are these beliefs? The non-collapse of the polynomial hierarchy is a conjecture
that is stronger than P 6= NP but that is plausible for similar reasons. Unlike factoring, there are essentially
no non-trivial algorithms which would suggest that the ability to perform approximate counting would yield
an exact counting algorithm in anything less than exponential time. On the other hand, these questions
have been studied by a smaller and less diverse group of researchers. Nevertheless these are conjectures
that we should have high confidence in. Going further, we will describe several stronger (i.e. less plausible)
conjectures that will let us rule out more classical simulations.
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Fine-grained complexity assumptions
If we equate “efficient” with “polynomial-time”, then conjecturing that PostBPP 6= PostBQP is enough to
show that classical computers cannot exactly simulate quantum computers “efficiently.” However, these
asymptotic statements tell us little about the actual quantum computers being built in the coming years,
or about the ability of existing classical competitors to simulate them. For this, we would like statements
of the form “a quantum circuit with 500 gates on 100 qubits cannot be perfectly simulated using a classical
computer with 109 bits of memory using fewer than 1012 operations.” Only in this way could we point to
the outcomes of a specific experiment and conclude that quantum supremacy had been achieved. A crucial
ingredient here is a concrete or “fine-grained” complexity assumption. An example of such an assumption is
the Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH)14 which asserts that 3-SAT instances on n bits require time ≥ 2cn
(for some constant c > 0) to solve on a classical computer. Concrete bounds require an even more explicit
hypothesis: for example, we might assert that the ETH holds with c = 0.386 for random 3-SAT instances with
a planted solution, corresponding to the best known algorithm. These bounds might be based on analysis
of the best known algorithm or on provable lower bounds if we replace the 3-SAT instance with a black-box
“oracle” function. Work in progress15 uses oracle arguments to devise a plausible conjectured variant of
ETH which will in turn imply that ≈ 1700 qubits can carry out a computation which cannot be simulated
classically in less than a day by a supercomputer performing 1017 operations per second. Improving this is
an important open problem, and possible routes to progress include stronger assumptions, better algorithms
or a sharper analysis.
Average-case assumptions
The best-studied conjectures and results in complexity theory consider worst-case hardness, meaning that to
compute a function one must be able to do so for all possible inputs. However, in terms of quantum supremacy
worst-case hardness assumptions only translate into the statement that there exists some quantum circuit
of a given size which cannot be efficiently simulated, or equivalently that no classical algorithm works for
all quantum circuits. What can an experimentalist do with such statements? There is no clear guidance on
which quantum circuits to implement, and once a circuit has been chosen, no way to certify it as hard.
The same issues arise in cryptography, where we would like to argue that a given cryptosystem is hard
to break not merely in the worst case but for most choices of random key. Such statements are the domain
of average-case complexity, in which we say that a function f is hard to compute on some distribution D if
there is no efficient algorithm whose output equals f(x) for most values of x sampled from D. Average-case
hardness conjectures are stronger than (i.e. less plausible than) worst-case hardness conjectures and cannot
be reduced to each other as readily as can the worst-case hardness of NP-complete problems. Nevertheless
there are well-studied distributions of instances of NP-complete problems, such as random 3-SAT,16,17 where
no algorithms are known to run in less than exponential time, and there are distributional versions of NP-
completeness.18
The benefits of using average-case assumptions are two-fold. First, they give us a concrete family of
experiments for which we can say that most such experiments are hard to simulate. For example, we might
consider random quantum circuits of a specified size. Second, and less obviously, they allow us to rule out
a larger class of classical simulations.9,19,20 Suppose the quantum circuit outputs string z with probability
q(z) and a classical simulator does so with probability p(z). Worst-case assumptions allow us to argue that
for any specific z, say 0n, it is not possible to find a classical simulator with p(0n) = q(0n) for all circuits, or
even with low multiplicative error:
0.9q(0n) ≤ p(0n) ≤ 1.1q(0n). (1)
While this does indeed rule out highly accurate simulations, we would like to rule out even simulations with
what is called low additive error ∑
z
|p(z)− q(z)| ≤ 0.001. (2)
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This notion of approximation is natural because, if p and q are close under this distance measure, they
cannot be distinguished without taking many samples. If we make an average-case hardness assumption and
prove one more technical assumption known as anticoncentration, we can rule out additive-error simulations
(i.e. satisfying (2)). (Anticoncentration means that the distribution q(z) is reasonably close to uniform. It is
known to hold for random circuits21 and for IQP19 and is conjectured to hold for boson sampling,9 although
it does not hold for constant-depth random circuits.22)
One disadvantage of average-case assumptions is that they cannot easily be reduced to each other. By
contrast, if a problem is NP-hard in the worst case then we know that an algorithm that works for all
inputs would yield algorithms for thousands of other problems in NP, which collectively have been studied
for decades by researchers across all of science and engineering. But for average-case hardness, we may have
different hardness for each distribution of instances. For example, for 3-SAT a natural distribution is to
choose n variables and αn random clauses. It is believed that random instances are likely to be satisfiable
for α < αc and unsatisfiable for α > αc, for some critical value αc ≈ 4.2667.17 Based on this, it is reasonable
to conjecture that choosing α = αc yields a hard distribution, but this conjecture is far flimsier than the
worst-case conjectures even for this relatively well-studied problem.
In rare cases, a problem will have the same average-case and worst-case complexity, and it is a major
open question to establish quantum supremacy based on such a problem. Boson sampling takes steps in
that direction,9 by using a conjecture about the average-case complexity of estimating the permanent, while
an average-to-worst-case reduction is known only for the exact case. Indeed the known reduction is based
on polynomial interpolation and its numerical instability means that new ideas will be needed to argue
that estimating the permanent is hard on average. More generally, a major open problem is to base the
hardness of approximate classical simulations of the form of (2) merely on well-believed classical complexity
assumptions, such as non-collapse of the polynomial hierarchy.
Maximal assumptions
Another reasonable possibility is to make our complexity assumptions as strong as possible without con-
tradicting known algorithms. Here the high-level strategy is to try to improve our (often exponential-time)
classical simulations as far as possible and then to conjecture that they are essentially optimal. Aaronson
and Chen21 have recently carried out this program. Among other contributions, they developed classical
simulations for n-qubit, depth-d circuits that calculate matrix elements in time O((2d)n) and nearly linear
space (note that with 2n space, O(d2n) time is possible). An easier task than classical simulation is to
distinguish likely from unlikely outcomes of a quantum circuit with some exponentially small advantage over
random guessing. The “QUATH” conjecture21 asserts that poly-time classical algorithms cannot perform
this task for quantum circuits whose depth d = Ω(n). The advantage of this approach is that it enables a
“semi-efficient” verification procedure which uses the quantum device only a polynomial number of times
but still requires exponential time on a classical computer.
Making these conjectures as strong as possible makes our confidence in them as low as possible; essentially
any non-trivial improvement in simulating quantum mechanics would refute them. But so what? Unlike the
case of cryptographic assumptions, a too-strong conjecture would not create any vulnerabilities to hackers.
In this view, hardness conjectures are just ways of guessing the complexity of simulating quantum systems,
and these estimates are always subject to revision as new evidence (in the form of algorithms) appears.
Further, these conjectures highlight the limits of our current simulation algorithms, so that refuting them
would be both plausible and a significant advance in our current knowledge.
Physical noise and simulation errors
Any realistic quantum experiment will be affected by noise, i.e. undesired interactions with the environment.
Dealing with this noise is a major challenge for both theorists and experimentalists. The general theory
of quantum fault-tolerance23,24 allows quantum computations to be protected against a sufficiently small
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amount of physically reasonable noise. However, although the asymptotic overhead of fault-tolerance is
relatively minor, the constant factors involved are daunting: to produce a fault-tolerant logical qubit may
require 103−104 physical qubits,25 an overhead far too great for short-term quantum supremacy experiments.
As excessive noise can render a hard probability distribution easy to simulate, it is an important question
to determine to what extent these experiments remain hard to simulate classically, even in the presence of
uncorrected noise.
A related issue is that classical simulation algorithms of quantum circuits will have errors of their own.
This could be seen as analogous to the fact that realistic quantum computers only implement ideal quantum
circuits imperfectly. Classical noise could be multiplicative as in (1) or additive as in (2). Methods based
on representing the exact state26 can achieve low enough error rates that we can think of them as low
multiplicative error, while methods based on sampling (e.g.27) naturally achieve low additive error. For
multiplicative noise it is relatively easy to show hardness results. IQP circuits remain hard to simulate under
this notion of noise,11 and similar results have since been shown for the one clean qubit model28 and other
restricted classes of circuits. However, additive noise is arguably a more natural model, and ruling out such
simulations would be a stronger result.
Addressing this question was one of the major steps forward taken by Aaronson and Arkhipov9 in their
work on boson sampling. Based on two reasonable (yet currently unproven) conjectures, they argued that
sampling from the boson sampling distribution should still remain classically hard if the classical sampler is
allowed to only approximately sample from the distribution. That is, the classical sampler is asked to output
a sample from any distribution whose total variation distance from the true boson sampling distribution is
at most a small constant. Assuming their conjectures, as long as the quantum experiment experiences a
total amount of noise below this threshold, its output is still hard to sample from classically.
One of the conjectures is a technical claim about anticoncentration of the permanent of a random matrix,
with strong numerical evidence for its truth. The other (known as the “permanent-of-Gaussians” conjec-
ture) is an average-case hardness assumption asserting that the permanent of a matrix of Gaussian random
variables should be hard to approximate up to small relative error. This hardness property can be shown to
hold for exact computation of the permanent of such random matrices,9 but extending it to small relative
error seems to be beyond the reach of current techniques.
Another step forward was the proof of a similar result for the IQP model.19 In this case, two conjectures
occur which are analogous to those for boson sampling; however, in the setting of IQP the analogue of the
anticoncentration conjecture can be proven. The permanent-of-Gaussians conjecture is replaced with equiva-
lent conjectures about either the average-case hardness of approximately computing the partition function of
the Ising model, or the average-case hardness of approximately computing a natural property of low-degree
polynomials over finite fields.19 Anticoncentration and average-case hardness conjectures naturally occur in
the setting of noisy quantum supremacy experiments because approximating a probability distribution up
to small total variation distance is similar to approximating most of the probabilities up to a very small
additive error. If most of the probabilities are hard to approximate up to small relative error, and most of
them are rather large (i.e. the distribution is not too concentrated) then a good classical approximation in
total variation distance leads to a contradiction.
The question of how to model simulability in the presence of noise is subtle and still under debate. For
example, a counterpoint to these hardness results is provided by recent work showing that, if an arbitrarily
small constant amount of noise occurs on each qubit at the end of an IQP circuit, the class of random IQP
circuits which is conjectured hard to simulate19 can be simulated classically in polynomial time up to small
variational-distance (as in (2)) error29 . This contrasts with another recent result showing that classical
simulation of the noisy distribution up to small relative error (as in (1)) can be hard.30 As noise at the end
of an IQP circuit can be dealt with using simple classical error-correction techniques with low overhead,29
this suggests that quantum supremacy experiments may need to make use of some form of error-correction,
but this might be substantially simpler than the machinery required for full quantum fault-tolerance.
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Verification
A key issue for any proposed quantum supremacy experiment is verification of the results of the experi-
ment. In order to claim quantum supremacy, we must have confidence that the experiment has indeed done
something which is hard for a classical computer. By definition, quantum supremacy experiments cannot
be simulated efficiently classically, so we must seek another means of checking that such an experiment has
succeeded. If we had a large-scale quantum computer that could run Shor’s algorithm, verification would be
easy: we could challenge the experimenter to factor a 2048-bit RSA key, then check that the claimed factors
multiplied to the correct number. However, integer factorisation is a rare example of a problem which is
both tractable on a quantum computer (in the complexity class BQP31), checkable on a classical computer
(in the complexity class NP2), yet not known to be efficiently solvable on a classical computer. Very few
such problems are known, and none are currently known which would be classically intractable for instance
sizes small enough to be solved by a quantum computer with, say, 100 logical qubits.
In the short term, then, verification of quantum supremacy needs to use different methods, none of which
is yet as simple and powerful as checking integer factorisation. Which approach is preferred may depend on
the assumptions one wishes to make about the experiment being performed. This is analogous to the setting
of experimental tests of Bell-inequality violations: different techniques can be used to rule out different
loopholes, but it is very challenging to rule out all loopholes simultaneously.
One straightforward approach is to build confidence that the experiment (which is hard to test in its
entirety) is working correctly by testing smaller parts of it. This could involve testing individual components
within a quantum circuit – a task likely to be required for any experiment anyway – or running quantum
computations which are small or simple enough to be classically simulable. A non-trivial example of this
is executing computations which are mostly or entirely comprised of Clifford gates, which are known to be
efficiently classically simulable27,32 despite displaying such quantum characteristics as allowing the creation
of large-scale entanglement. Another example is replacing the random linear-optical transformation used in
boson sampling with a highly structured one, such as a quantum Fourier transform.33 The risk here is the
so-called “Volkswagen problem” in which the diagnostic runs of the experiment are systematically different
from when we run the algorithm of interest.
Another natural thought is to apply statistical tests to samples from the output distribution of a quantum
supremacy experiment, to attempt to determine whether it is consistent with the desired distribution. A
challenge for this approach is that many such tests require calculation of individual probabilities, which is
assumed to be classically hard in the post-selection-based strategies. Indeed a classical simulator with post-
selection could simply guess a random output string and then post-select on it passing the verification. This
is an obstacle to simultaneously (a) basing our hardness on assuming PostBPP 6= PostBQP, (b) efficiently
verifying the output, and (c) having our verifier depend solely on the input and output to the quantum
device. However, examples exist of verification procedures that drop each of these. Using factoring as a
hard problem avoids using (a). Using exponential classical time but polynomial quantum time12,21 means
dropping (b). And we can drop (c) by generating a secret string x and only providing some derived string
y = f(x) to the quantum computer.
In other words, we can attempt to find a task for which we know the answer in advance, but where we
are able to hide it in such a way that it is likely hard to determine classically, while still being accessible
to a quantum computer. In the case of IQP, Shepherd and Bremner10 proposed a task of this form based
on, roughly speaking, hiding a bit string within a seemingly random linear code. The verifier knows how
the code has been scrambled but the quantum device (or classical simulator) sees only a version of the code
from which the hidden string is not obvious. A hidden correlation within the output probability distribution
of the IQP circuit then encodes the identity of the hidden string. If the string is known in advance, one
can test from a few samples whether the output distribution from the experiment corresponds to the correct
string. However, if the hidden string is unknown, there is conjectured to be no structure in the code which
would allow it to be determined by a classical algorithm. It is an interesting open problem to try to develop
further challenges of this form which are based on more familiar cryptographic hardness assumptions.
One can also define efficient tests which rule out particular distributions as alternative explanations
for the output of the supremacy experiment.34–36 This can be reasonable if one has prior knowledge for
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suspecting that some distributions are likely, say if they correspond to the effects of decoherence.
The gold standard of verification would be direct certification of the quantum computation, where we
check directly that the computation has worked, perhaps using information beyond merely the classical
output of the experiment. In each case known so far, this approach requires more resources than performing
the original computation. One example is a proposition by Hangleiter et al.37 that IQP computations could
be verified by encoding them into the ground state of a local Hamiltonian based on a universality construction
for adiabatic quantum computation,38 and then checking that the state was prepared correctly using local
measurements. This idea in fact works for any quantum computation. However, it loses the simplicity and
noise-tolerance of the original IQP circuit, and requires one to believe that the experimenter has correctly
implemented the local measurement operations. Another approach is the use of a distributed protocol to
certify that a remote computer (or multiple computers) has performed an arbitrary quantum computation.
This is exemplified by the model of blind quantum computation,39 which requires the verifier to be able to
create single-qubit states and send them to the prover. If we could make the verifier fully classical then such
a verified quantum computation could be a way of experimentally confirming the computational predictions
of quantum mechanics, analogous to the way that Bell experiments test the theory of entanglement.40
In summary, all known verification techniques for quantum supremacy experiments have drawbacks: they
are either inefficient in terms of the classical or quantum resources required, or assume that the behaviour of
the experiment under test conditions corresponds to the real experiment, or make computational hardness
assumptions which are not yet well understood. Developing verification techniques which avoid these issues
is a pressing open question in quantum supremacy research.
Outlook
In just a few years, quantum supremacy-type experiments have progressed from demonstrating boson sam-
pling with 3 photons to a proposed implementation of random quantum circuits on 49 qubits. Each of the
diverse quantum supremacy proposals meets the five requirements we described at the start of this article,
except for verification. In parallel with experimental progress towards demonstrating quantum supremacy,
improved classical simulation results have been proven for noisy and imperfect quantum supremacy ex-
periments.29,41,42 Thus the early stages of quantum supremacy experiments are likely to be characterised
by an iterative process where proposed supremacy experiments are challenged by efficient classical simula-
tions. Nevertheless, given the speed of recent experimental developments, it seems plausible that quantum
supremacy could be convincingly demonstrated in a matter of years.
There are many important open theoretical questions in the area of quantum supremacy. The most
pressing in our view is to develop a scheme that can be efficiently verified, by analogy with the way that the
statistics for Bell tests can be easily checked. Developing good classical simulations (or even attempting to
and failing) would also help clarify the quantum/classical boundary. The hardness assumptions could also
be simplified and strengthened. One ambitious goal in this direction would be to show that simulation with
even low variational distance (cf. (2)) would imply the collapse of the PH. Theorists can and should also do
more work to come to terms with two other models that appear to be non-universal for quantum computing
but where we lack good classical simulations: finite-temperature adiabatic evolution with stoquastic Hamil-
tonians43–45 (as used in the quantum annealers available from the company D-Wave) and analog quantum
simulation,4,5 for example of lattice models.
We close by noting that supremacy is not a long-term goal but rather a necessary step in the development
of quantum computers. Eventually we expect that quantum computers will justify themselves by solving
important problems which we do not know how to otherwise solve. But in these early days of the field, the
focus on quantum supremacy is a way to ensure that quantum computers solve clearly defined problems for
which the classical competition can be well understood.
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Algorithm
Difficulty for Assumption implying Easy to
Useful?
quantum computers no classical simulation verify?
factoring3 hard RSA secure yes yes
boson sampling9 easy PH infinite no no
low-depth circuits8 moderate or no* no
IQP10 moderate approx. counting sometimes no
QAOA46 moderate 6= exact counting no* maybe
random circuits12 moderate QUATH (see21) no no
adiabatic
easy unknown no* maybe
optimization47
analog simulation4,5 easy idiosyncratic no often
Table 1: Approaches to quantum supremacy. Boson sampling, IQP and random circuits are discussed
in Boxes 2 and 3. Low-depth circuits are quantum circuits on many qubits, but with only a few layers of
quantum gates. QAOA (“Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm”) and adiabatic optimization are
quantum algorithms for finding reasonably good solutions to optimization problems. Analog simulation is
the engineering of one quantum Hamiltonian to directly reproduce the behaviour of another. The “difficulty”
column can be viewed as a very crude estimate of how far we would need to proceed towards building a
universal quantum computer in order to carry out each algorithm. For verification we write “no*” to mean
that we cannot fully verify the validity of the algorithm but we can check some properties such as few-qubit
statistics, or the value of the objective function. We note that outputs of IQP circuits cannot be verified
in general, but there is an IQP-based protocol for hiding a string in a code which does have an efficient
verification procedure.10
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Figure 3: The architecture proposed by the quantum-AI group at Google to demonstrate quantum
supremacy consists of a 2d lattice of superconducting qubits. This figure depicts two illustrative timesteps
in this proposal. At each timestep, 2-qubit gates (blue) are applied across some pairs of neighbouring qubits,
and random single-qubit gates (red) are applied on other qubits.
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Boson sampling
Boson sampling9 is a formalisation of the problem of simulating noninteracting photons in linear
optics; see Figure 1. n coincident photons are input into a linear-optical network on m  n modes
(usually generated at random), with detectors positioned at the output of the network. The challenge
is to sample from the distribution on detection outcomes. Following the initial theoretical proposal
of Aaronson and Arkhipov,9 several experimental groups quickly demonstrated small-scale examples
of boson sampling experiments, with up to 4 coincident photons in up to 6 modes.48–51 Subsequent
work has experimentally validated boson sampling, in the sense of implementing statistical tests that
distinguish the boson sampling distribution from other particular distributions.36,52 The current
records for implementation of arbitrary linear-optical transformations are 6 modes with up to 6
photons53 or 9 modes with up to 5 photons.36,52,54
Initial boson-sampling experiments used single-photon sources based on spontaneous parametric
downconversion. This is a randomised process which has inherently poor scaling with the number
of photons, requiring exponential time in the number of photons for each valid experimental run. A
variant of boson sampling known as “scattershot” boson sampling has therefore been proposed. This
uses many sources, each of which produces a photon with some small probability, and it is known in
which modes a photon has been produced. Scattershot boson sampling has been implemented with 6
sources and 13 modes.55 An alternative approach is to use a high-performance quantum dot source.54
Challenges faced by experimental implementations of boson sampling include handling realistic levels
of loss in the network, and the possibility of the development of more efficient classical sampling
techniques.
PLACE FIGURE 2 HERE
Random quantum circuits
Unlike boson sampling, some quantum supremacy proposals remain within the standard quantum
circuit model. In the model of commuting quantum circuits,10 known as IQP (for “Instantaneous
Quantum Polynomial-time”), one considers circuits made up of gates which all commute, and in
particular are all diagonal in the X basis; see Figure 2. Although these diagonal gates may act on
the same qubit many times, as they all commute, in principle they could be applied simultaneously.
The computational task is to sample from the distribution on measurement outcomes for a random
circuit of this form, given a fixed input state. Such circuits are both potentially easier to implement
than general quantum circuits, and have appealing theoretical properties which make them simpler
to analyse.11,19 However, this very simplicity may make them easier to simulate classically too.
Of course, one need not restrict to commuting circuits to demonstrate supremacy. The quantum-
AI group at Google has recently suggested an experiment based on superconducting qubits and
noncommuting gates.12 The proposal is to sample from the output distributions of random quantum
circuits, of depth around 25, on a system of around 49 qubits arranged in a 2d square lattice structure
(see Fig. 3). It is suggested in12 that this should be hard to simulate, based on (a) the absence of any
known simulation requiring less than a petabyte of storage, (b) IQP-style theoretical arguments19
suggesting that larger versions of this system should be asymptotically hard to simulate, and (c)
numerical evidence12 that such circuits have properties that we would expect in hard-to-simulate
distributions. If this experiment were successful it would come very close to being out of reach of
current classical simulation (or validation, for that matter) using current hardware and algorithms.
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Sidebar: The Polynomial Hierarchy and Post-Selection
The polynomial hierarchy. To explain the polynomial hierarchy (denoted PH), we start with NP.
A boolean function f(x) is in NP if it can be expressed as f(x) = ∨yg(x, y) for some poly-time
computable function g. For example, in the 3-coloring problem, x specifies a graph, and f(x) is true
if and only if the graph is 3-colorable, i.e. the vertices can be each colored red, green or blue in a way
such that no edge connects two vertices with the same color. If y is a list of colors for each vertex
then we can easily compute g(x, y), which is 1 if each edge connects vertices of different colors, and
0 if not; then f(x) = ∨yg(x, y) so the 3-coloring problem is in NP.
The kth level of PH is defined to be the set of functions that can be written in terms of k alternating
quantifiers, i.e. f(x) = ∨y1 ∧y2 ∨y3 · · · ∧yk g(x, y1, . . . , yk), where g(·) is poly-time computable, and
where the length of each y1, . . . , yk grows at most polynomially with the length of x. Just as it is
conjectured that P 6= NP, it is conjectured that the kth level of the PH is not equal to the k + 1st
level for any k. If this were to be false and there existed some k for which the kth level equalled the
k+ 1st level then the kth level would also equal the k+ 2nd and all later levels as well – a scenario we
refer to as the “collapse” of the PH to the kth level.
Post-selection. Allowing post-selection (described in the main text) dramatically increases the power
of both classical and quantum computation. The corresponding complexity classes are called PostBPP
and PostBQP respectively. It turns out that PostBPP is somewhere between the first and third levels
of the PH56 and PostBQP corresponds to the class PP,57 which appears to be much stronger. Indeed,
any problem in PH can be reduced to solving a polynomial number of problems in PP, or formally
PH ⊆ PPP.58 This means that if PostBPP were to equal PostBQP then it would imply the collapse
the PH. Conversely, the non-collapse of the PH implies that post-selected classical and quantum
computing are far apart in their computational power.
Sidebar: Counting
Another way to think about the difference between PostBPP and PostBQP is in terms of counting
problems. Consider a problem in NP of the form f(x) = ∨yg(x, y), where again g is poly-time
computable, and we represent True and False with 1 and 0 respectively. Rather than asking whether or
not there is a y such that g(x, y) = 1, we can instead ask how many such y there are. This corresponds
to the function fcount(x) :=
∑
y g(x, y). The class NP corresponds to determining whether fcount(x)
is = 0 or ≥ 1. We can express PostBPP and PostBQP as well in terms of fcount. PostBQP corresponds
to being given some threshold T and determining whether fcount(x) is > T or ≤ T , a task known as
exact counting. Keep in mind here that y is a string of poly(n) bits, so that T can be exponentially
large in n. By contrast, PostBPP is equivalent to approximate counting:59 formally, given a threshold
T and an accuracy parameter  = 1/ poly(n), determine whether fcount(x) is ≥ T (1 + ) or < T given
that one of these is the case.
Just as we could start with the assumption that the PH does not collapse, we could also conjecture that
exact counting is much more difficult than approximate counting. This assumption would equally well
imply that PostBPP 6= PostBQP and in turn that there does not exist an efficient classical simulation
of even restricted models of quantum computing.
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Highlighted references
The following references should be highlighted.
• Terhal and DiVincenzo:8 This paper gave the first complexity-theoretic argument that a simple class
of quantum circuits should be hard to simulate classically.
• Aaronson and Arkhipov:9 This seminal paper introduced the boson sampling problem.
• Bremner, Jozsa and Shepherd:11 This paper gave evidence that Instantaneous Quantum Polynomial-
time (IQP) circuits are hard to simulate classically.
• Boixo et al.:12 This paper describes a proposal for a near-term quantum supremacy experiment.
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